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Abstract. As a measure of the degree of coupling between
the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere systems, the rate
at which the size of the polar cap (the region corresponding
to ionospheric termini of open magnetic flux tubes) varies
is of prime importance. However, a reliable technique by
which the extent of the polar cap might be routinely mon-
itored has yet to be developed. Current techniques provide
particularly ambiguous indications of the polar cap bound-
ary in the dawn sector. We present a case study of space-
and ground-based observations of the dawn-sector auroral
zone and attempt to determine the location of the polar cap
boundary using multi-wavelength observations of the ultravi-
olet aurora (made by the IMAGE FUV imager), precipitating
particle measurements (recorded by the FAST, DMSP, and
Cluster 1 and 3 satellites), and SuperDARN HF radar obser-
vations of the ionospheric Doppler spectral width boundary.
We conclude that in the dawn sector, during the interval pre-
sented, neither the poleward edge of the wideband auroral
UV emission (140–180 nm) nor the Doppler spectral width
boundary were trustworthy indicators of the polar cap bound-
ary location, while narrow band UV emissions in the range
130–140 nm appear to be much more reliable.
Key words. Magnetosphere physics (auroral phenomena;
magnetospheric configuration and dynamics polar cap phe-
nomena)
1 Introduction
The concept of the “open” polar cap is a natural consequence
of the open description of the magnetosphere proposed by
Dungey (1961). Following reconnection at the dayside mag-
netopause, the terrestrial ends of newly-opened magnetic
field lines remain anchored in the high-latitude ionosphere,
inside the polar cap. Field lines are then dragged tailward by
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the action of the solar wind in which the open “end” of the
field line remains embedded. Although the exact motion of
the field lines depends upon various factors, the orientation
of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is most significant.
Magnetic field lines are added to the tail lobes before under-
going reconnection in the equatorial plane of the magnetotail
and then returning to the dayside. The terrestrial footprints of
the field lines move anti-sunward across the polar cap at high
latitudes and sunward at lower latitudes. The demarcation
between the closed field lines at lower latitudes and the first
open magnetic field lines at higher latitudes defines a bound-
ary enclosing the polar cap known as the “polar cap bound-
ary” (PCB), “open-closed field line boundary” (OCFLB), or
more simply, the “open-closed” boundary (OCB). Variations
in the size of the polar cap correspond to the net rate of day-
side and nightside magnetic reconnection. If the dayside re-
connection rate is dominant, open flux will be added to the
polar cap faster than it is closed by nightside reconnection;
hence, the polar cap will expand (and vice versa), as de-
scribed by Siscoe and Huang (1985) and Cowley and Lock-
wood (1992; 1996). Therefore, the ability to instantaneously
and globally determine the location of the OCB would make
it possible to estimate the quantity of open magnetic flux
within the polar cap and, by implication, estimate the degree
of coupling and energy throughput between the solar wind,
magnetosphere, and ionosphere systems. The development
of a technique able to deliver such a capability is therefore of
considerable importance and has been considered previously
by many authors (e.g. Newell and Meng, 1988; Menk et al.,
1992; Lockwood et al., 1993; Lewis et al., 1998; Rodger,
2000; Milan et al., 2003; Chisham and Freeman, 2003).
Unfortunately, and for a variety of reasons, the majority of
the techniques developed to date are not globally applicable.
For instance, in the cusp, the equatorward limit of energetic
precipitating particles observed by low-altitude satellites has
proven to be an effective proxy for the OCB (e.g. Newell
and Meng, 1988), although the nature of satellite measure-
ments implies that the boundary is sampled infrequently (ev-
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ery∼100 min) and at a single location during each overflight.
Menk et al. (1992) employed ground magnetometer observa-
tions of ULF waves within the cusp; however, the relatively
poor spatial resolution of this type of instrument may lead
to significant ambiguities in the estimation of the boundary
location.
A proxy frequently employed to identify the dayside OCB
outside of the cusp is the poleward boundary of high energy
(a few keV) electron precipitation, usually associated with
particles trapped on closed magnetic field lines (e.g. Evans
and Stone, 1972). Poleward of the “trapping boundary”, par-
ticles with typical magnetosheath energies (<1 keV) or polar
rain (∼100 eV) are observed indicating magnetic field lines
that have either recently been reconnected and are open to
the magnetosheath and solar wind or which map into the
open tail lobes and the solar wind. More recently, Lock-
wood (1997) and Oksavik et al. (2000) have suggested that
magnetic field lines abutting on the equatorward side of this
boundary on the dayside may in fact be open, an issue that re-
mains unresolved; regardless, it is clear that field lines pole-
ward of the trapping boundary must be of an open configu-
ration. Moving to the nightside, the trapping boundary can
no longer be employed as a proxy for the OCB since it marks
the demarcation between dipolar and stretched magnetic field
lines. In the nightside ionosphere the trapping boundary
corresponds to the boundary between diffuse and more dis-
crete aurora at higher latitudes (Galperin and Feldstein, 1991;
Sergeev et al., 1993; Milan et al., 2003). In this case, the
boundary between polar rain and harder precipitation asso-
ciated with the discrete aurora is still useful, although the
high energy particles are not necessarily trapped, but can
be accelerated by the reconnection process that has resulted
in the particles lying on closed field lines. Consequently,
the boundary between energetic particles at lower latitudes
and softer precipitation at higher latitudes corresponds to the
OCB on both the dayside and nightside. Unfortunately, the
scarcity of spacecraft observations highlighted above tends
to hamper observations of the boundary over small temporal
and spatial scales.
Ground-based measurements have made some progress in
addressing this problem. In particular, high-frequency (HF)
coherent-scatter radars, such as those of the Super Dual Au-
roral Radar Network (SuperDARN) (Greenwald et al., 1995),
have been employed to monitor the OCB over large areas
of the ionosphere. A boundary between low spectral width
echoes at lower latitudes and high spectral width echoes at
higher latitudes has been associated with the OCB on both
the dayside (Baker et al., 1995) and nightside (Lester et al.,
2001). Sometimes the backscattered power of the low spec-
tral width echoes (corresponding to closed magnetic field
lines) is insufficient to be detected by the radar system and
only the high-width echoes are observed (Milan and Lester,
2001). In such cases, it is the equatorward edge of the
high-width echoes that indicates the spectral width boundary
(SWB) and the OCB. While on the dayside the SWB is an
accepted proxy for the OCB, the same is not true at other lo-
cal times. By drawing upon case studies, Lewis et al. (1997)
and Dudeney et al. (1998) have suggested that the SWB ob-
served by SuperDARN radars corresponds to the demarca-
tion between the central plasma sheet and boundary plasma
sheet (the so-called CPS/BPS boundary). Lester et al. (2001)
proposed that the SWB can be employed as a proxy for the
OCB in the pre-midnight sector; however, subsequent work
by Woodfield et al. (2002) concluded that the relationship
between the SWB and the OCB or CPS/BPS is a function
of magnetic local time, and that the SWB corresponds to
the BPS/CPS boundary in the 23:00–06:00 MLT sector. In
a comprehensive statistical survey of SuperDARN spectral
SWBs, Chisham and Freeman (2004a; 2004b) concluded that
a SWB boundary is observed at all MLTs, although the nature
of the boundary is dependent upon MLT. Furthermore, it was
reported that in the 18:00–02:00 MLT sector, the OCB could
be determined reliably using SuperDARN radar SWB obser-
vations. However, dawnward of this region, the relationship
of the SWB between the OCB became less clear.
Since precipitating high-energy particles result in auroral
luminosity, it is possible to utilise optical imagers to observe
the OCB, assuming some relationship between the auroral
oval and the OCB (e.g. Blanchard et al., 1995). Of course,
space-based imagers have the chief advantage that they are
capable of making global measurements of the aurora and
are therefore well suited to the task of observing the OCB
over many hours of local time (e.g. Frank and Craven, 1988;
Milan et al., 2003). Previous comparisons between in-situ
particle measurements and space-based observations of the
UV aurora have revealed a discrepancy of a few degrees of
latitude between the OCB and the poleward boundary of UV
auroral emission (e.g. Kauristie at al., 1999; Baker et al.,
2000), with the largest discrepancy in the 05:00 MLT sector
(Carbary et al., 2003). We note that these studies have gener-
ally utilised wideband UV auroral imagery, typically corre-
sponding to the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (LBH) region of the
UV spectrum (∼140–180 nm).
While our overall understanding of the relationship of the
OCB with the various observable proxies discussed above
has improved dramatically in recent years, a routine and reli-
able technique that will reveal the location of the open/closed
sepratrix at all magnetic local times has yet to be developed.
In particular, several of the techniques are especially ambigu-
ous in the post-midnight to dawn sector. In this paper, we
will therefore investigate the correspondence between esti-
mates of the OCB location in the dawn sector using (a) in-
situ particle measurements, (b) observations of UV emission
made over multiple wavelength-bands, and (c) ground-based
coherent-scatter radar measurements of the ionosphere dur-
ing a case study based upon data from 8 December 2001.
2 Instrumentation
Upstream observations of the solar wind and IMF are pro-
vided by the MAG and SWEPAM instruments, respectively,
on board the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) space-
craft (McComas et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1998; Stone et al.,
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1998), located some 237RE upstream from the Earth during
the interval of interest. The average propagation delay be-
tween field signatures appearing at the ACE spacecraft and
their arrival at the subsolar magnetopause has been estimated
to be∼67 min, using the technique described Khan and Cow-
ley (1999).
Figure 1 presents the relative location of the Cluster space-
craft in the GSM Y−Z plane at 14:15 UT on 8 Decem-
ber 2001. As presented here, the Cluster 1, 2, and 4
group lead the remaining spacecraft (Cluster 3) by approx-
imately 12 000 km as they pass through perigee and head
poleward. The motion is approximately contained within the
dawn-dusk meridian plane, with the four spacecraft spanning
∼3000 km in the GSM X direction. This study will present
particle observations from the Cluster 1 and 3 spacecraft as
they move along similar trajectories (with Cluster 3 lagging
behind Cluster 1 by approximately 45 min), in order to ex-
amine the spatial and temporal variations in the boundary
between open and closed magnetic field lines. More specifi-
cally, we will present observations of electrons in the 30 eV–
20 keV range made by the High Energy Electron Analyser
(HEEA) sensor of the Plasma Electron And Current Exper-
iment (PEACE) instrument on board Cluster 1 and 3 (John-
stone et al., 1997; Owen et al., 2001). Measurements of ions
over a similar energy range are provided by the Hot Ion Anal-
yser (HIA) sensor of the Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) in-
strument (Re`me et al., 1997, 2001).
Also indicated in Fig. 1 are the locations of the two
other spacecraft included in this study, projected onto the
GSM Y−Z plane. Overpasses of the Defense Meteorolog-
ical Satellite Program DMSP F13 (Hardy et al., 1984) and
the Fast Auroral Snapshot (FAST) spacecraft (Carlson et al.,
1998) are employed to provide measurements of precipitat-
ing auroral particles, allowing the location of the OCB to be
identified.
Ionospheric flow measurements are provided by several
Northern Hemisphere radars of the international Super-
DARN array (Greenwald et al., 1995). Each radar scatters
multi-pulse sequences of HF radio waves (commonly in the
10–14 MHz range) from decametre scale electron density ir-
regularities in the E- and F-region ionosphere. In addition
to measuring the power of the backscattered echoes, Doppler
spectra are computed from the autocorrelation function of the
signals received from seventy-five 45-km range gates along
any given “beam” direction. From these spectra it is possi-
ble to determine the Doppler spectral width of the received
echoes and line-of-sight (l-o-s) velocity of the scattering ir-
regularities. During the interval presented in this study, each
radar was operating in an identical mode, sounding 16 beams
sequentially (dwelling on each beam direction for 3 s), yield-
ing a scan of the full field-of-view (f-o-v) approximately once
per min. Figure 2 presents the fields-of-view of the three
SuperDARN radars employed in this study in a magnetic
latitude–magnetic local time coordinate system at 15:00 UT
on 8 December 2001. Satellite-groundtracks corresponding
to the 4 intervals of spacecraft observations employed in this
study are indicated by arrowed lines. In each case, the mag-
Fig. 1. The trajectories of the various spacecraft used in this paper,
projected into the Y−Z GSM plane. The positions of the Clus-
ter quartet at 14:15 UT are indicated by filled dots (colour-coded
as indicated) while the motion of Cluster 1 over the 75-min inter-
val from which data is employed in this study is indicated by the
solid arrowed line. Similarly, the location of the FAST spacecraft at
15:05 UT and the satellite’s motion over the subsequent 20 min from
which data are employed, are indicated by the filled black dot and
solid arrowed line, respectively. Finally, the location of the DMSP
F13 spacecraft at 15:50 UT and its trajectory during the 8-min in-
terval from which data are exploited are indicated by the unfilled
black circle and solid arrowed line.
netic field line footprint has been estimated using the Tsyga-
nenko 1996 (T96) magnetic field model (Tsyganenko, 1995,
1996), parameterised by appropriately lagged solar wind and
IMF observations.
Global observations of the auroral oval are provided by
the Far UltraViolet (FUV) imager on board the Imager
for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE)
spacecraft (Mende et al., 2000a, 2000b; Frey et al., 2001).
The FUV instrument comprises three sensors, each sensor
working simultaneously over different wavelength intervals
and data from two of which are presented below. The Wide-
band Imaging Camera (WIC) has a passband of 140–180 nm
with an almost negligible sensitivity below 140 nm. It mea-
sures atmospheric and auroral emissions from the N2 LBH-
band, atomic NI lines, and small contributions from the
OI 135.6 nm line, observing the aurora for between 5–10 s
during every 2-min period. The Spectrographic Imager at
135.6 nm (SI-13) obtains images simultaneously in the 130–
140 nm wavelength interval corresponding to the doublet of
oxygen OI emission (but also including some bands of N2
LBH emission). On 8 December 2001, FUV images of
the Northern Hemisphere auroral oval were available from
15:00 UT onwards.
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Fig. 2. The fields-of-view of the Northern Hemisphere SuperDARN radars employed in this study, presented in a MLT/magnetic latitude
coordinate system at 15:00 UT on 8 December 2001. The overall fields-of-view and selected near-meridional beams of the King Salmon,
Kodiak, and Prince George radars are colour-coded, as indicated in the key. The statistical location of the auroral oval (Feldstein and
Starkov, 1967) for the prevailing geomagnetic conditions during the interval under study (KP=2) is indicated by the grey shading. Satellite-
groundtracks corresponding to the 4 intervals of spacecraft observations discussed in the text are indicated by arrowed lines.
3 Observations
3.1 Upstream solar wind and IMF conditions
Figure 3 presents the ACE solar wind and IMF data for the
interval 13:00–17:00 UT (lagged time) on 8 December 2001.
Generally, the IMF was oriented southward (BZ∼−3 nT) and
dawnward (BY∼−4 nT), with a slight earthward component
(BX ∼−2 nT) until around 14:30 UT. During this interval,
the radial solar radial wind speed was ∼420 km s−1, while
the measured proton density was approximately 5 cm−3
(equivalent to a solar wind dynamic pressure of ∼2.0 nPa).
At around 14:30 UT, the IMF reoriented to point northward
(BZ ∼+2 nT) and sunward (BX∼+4 nT), while the BY com-
ponent remained steady at ∼−4 nT (corresponding to a ro-
tation of the IMF clock angle from −135◦ to −75◦). This
reconfiguration of the IMF was accompanied by a ∼50% re-
duction in the solar wind proton density. Consequently, the
solar wind dynamic pressure fell to∼1.25 nPa, following the
northward turning of the IMF.
3.2 Overview of ionospheric and magnetospheric dynam-
ics
Ground-based magnetic field measurements from Canadian-
sector stations of the CANOPUS array (Rostoker et al., 1995)
indicated dayside magnetic activity probably associated with
the growth, expansion, and recovery phases of a magneto-
spheric substorm prior to the interval of interest. An in-depth
investigation of the auroral and ionospheric dynamics asso-
ciated with this event is beyond the scope of this study, and
these data are therefore omitted for brevity. However, we
note that substorm activity began at∼12:00 UT (shortly after
a southward turning of the IMF) and by ∼15:00 UT, follow-
ing several periods of expansion/intensification, the recovery
phase was sufficiently advanced such that the magnetic field
conditions were similar to those observed prior to the sub-
storm.
Figure 4 presents measurements of l-o-s Doppler velocity
and spectral width plotted as functions of magnetic latitude,
universal time and MLT during the interval 14:15–16:15 UT
on 8 December 2001, from a single, near-meridional beam of
the King Salmon and Kodiak SuperDARN radars (indicated
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Fig. 3. Upstream solar wind and IMF observations from the Ad-
vanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft. The upper panel
presents the GSM Y and Z components of the IMF (colour-coded
as indicated), the centre panel presents the IMF clock angle in the
GSM Y−Z plane while the lower panel presents the solar wind dy-
namic pressure. Each time series has been lagged by 66 min, in or-
der to present the interplanetary conditions prevailing at the dayside
subsolar magnetopause during the interval presented.
in Fig. 2). Where available, keograms of auroral luminos-
ity measured by the IMAGE WIC and SI-13 instruments at
locations along these radar beams are also presented.
The ionospheric backscatter observed by King Salmon
radar during the first half of the interval presented can
broadly be divided into two distinct regions. At lower
latitudes, the l-o-s component of the ionospheric plasma
drift velocity is low, generally ≤200 m s−1 toward the radar
(i.e. equatorward), and associated with narrow (≤50 m s−1)
Doppler spectral widths. Poleward of this region lies a band
of ionospheric echoes characterised by high and variable
Doppler spectral width (up to ∼500 m s−1) and an increased
l-o-s velocity component (≥300 m s−1). It is the demarca-
tion between low spectral widths at lower latitudes and high
spectral widths at higher latitudes that we refer to as the
“spectral width boundary” (SWB), and which has previously
been postulated as a proxy for the OCB. The boundary be-
tween echoes with Doppler spectral widths of less than and
greater than 150 m s−1 is overlaid on the spectral width mea-
Fig. 4. Line-of-sight Doppler velocity and Doppler spectral width
measurements from near-meridional beams of the King Salmon and
Kodiak SuperDARN radars, presented as functions of magnetic lat-
itude, universal time, and MLT. Where available, corresponding
keograms of IMAGE WIC and IMAGE SI-13 measurements of au-
roral intensity along the radar beams are also presented. Each pa-
rameter is uniformly colour-coded as indicated. The Doppler spec-
tral width boundary described in the text is overlaid on the spectral
width, WIC and SI-13 measurements.
surements presented in Fig. 4 (the location and motion of
the boundary being relatively insensitive to the exact thresh-
old value chosen). Until∼15:15 UT the equatorward bound-
ary of the observed backscatter echoes was typically located
at 63◦ Mlat. However, the latitude of the poleward limit of
the backscatter echoes and the SWB varied significantly. At
∼14:45 UT (some 10–15 min after the northward turning of
the IMF), the boundary between high and low spectral width
echoes began to migrate poleward at approximately 3◦ Mlat
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per hour, after which the l-o-s Doppler velocity in the equa-
torward (low spectral width) region was generally directed
away from the radar. After 15:15 UT, backscattered echoes
in the narrow spectral width region became increasingly spo-
radic, while the high width, high velocity echoes continued
to be observed, albeit over an increasingly limited latitudinal
range until approximately 16:00 UT.
The IMAGE FUV observations along beam 15 of the
King Salmon radar (available from 15:00 UT onwards) in-
dicate that the regions of UV auroral emission were broadly-
speaking collocated with the backscatter echoes observed by
the SuperDARN radar. At 15:00 UT the region of bright-
est UV emission was centred at ∼70◦ Mlat, just poleward
of the Doppler velocity/spectral width boundary evident in
the radar observations (for comparison the SWB determined
from the radar data are overlaid on the FUV measurements).
The wideband auroral emission observed in the main oval
by the WIC sensor spanned ∼6◦ Mlat, extending as far pole-
ward as ∼73◦ Mlat. The colour scale employed for the FUV
data is common throughout this paper, spanning the range 1–
1500 Rayleighs. As such the boundary of the auroral emis-
sion (i.e. the limit of the deepest blue shading) equates to
a 1 Rayleigh threshold. During the interval presented, the
luminosity generally decreased, while the latitudinal loca-
tion of the peak auroral emission and poleward boundary
tended to migrate poleward at approximately 1.5◦ Mlat per
hour (somewhat slower than the poleward motion observed
in the case of the spectral width boundary), with weak auro-
ral emissions observed until the end of the interval presented.
The peak intensity in the SI-13 band was roughly collocated
with the brightest WIC emission, although the low intensity
emissions spanned a significantly wider range of magnetic
latitudes (∼60◦−85◦). Between 15:00–15:15 UT there was
evidence in both channels of an equatorward drifting arc, ini-
tially located some 5◦ poleward of the main auroral oval.
A spectral width boundary was also observed by the Ko-
diak radar, although in this case it was not associated with a
clear demarcation in the observed l-o-s as Doppler velocity.
As an aside, we note that one should exercise caution when
monitoring the evolution of spectral width boundaries when
the amount of backscattered echoes varies. During the inter-
val presented in Fig. 4, the backscatter echoes observed after
14:15 UT in the narrow spectral width region equatorward
of ∼69◦ Mlat were generally intermittent. Obviously, this
makes it difficult to identify a spectral width boundary per
se (a problem discussed in detail by Chisham and Freeman,
2003). However, in this case, the 150 m s−1 SWB was lo-
cated close to the equatorward edge of the observed radar
backscatter. The flow observed at higher latitudes (in the
high spectral width region) was generally directed poleward
(up to 500 m s−1 away from the radar) but was punctuated
by bursts of equatorward flow of similar magnitudes moving
from higher (∼74◦ Mlat) to lower (∼69◦ Mlat) latitudes. By
15:15 UT, these strong and variable flows had subsided with
the typical ionospheric plasma flow reduced to ≤ 200 m s−1
although, still variable in both magnitude and direction. As
might be expected for meridional observations separated by
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Downward (field-parallel) moving electron and ion energy-
time spectrograms measured by the (a) Cluster 1 and (b) Cluster 3
spacecraft on 8 December 2001. The differential energy fluxes
recorded by each instrument are colour-coded, as indicated in the
colour bars. In addition to universal time, the observations at each
spacecraft are presented as functions of the radial distance of the
spacecraft from the centre of the Earth, the MLT of the spacecraft,
and the magnetic latitude of its field line footprint. The time at
which the spacecraft encountered the open-closed boundary (OCB)
and, in the case if considering Cluster 3 only, the poleward boundary
of the auroral emission observed by WIC, are indicated by dashed
lines.
only ∼15 min MLT, the IMAGE measurements along the
King Salmon and Kodiak radar beams during these intervals
are very similar. Once again, at the start of the interval pre-
sented, there is an approximate correspondence between the
location of the SWB and the region of brightest auroral UV
emission. As the interval progresses, the poleward migra-
tion of the Kodiak radar SWB outpaces the slight poleward
motion of the auroral oval.
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3.3 Spacecraft observations of energetic particle bound-
aries
Energy-time spectrograms of downward (field-parallel) mov-
ing particles observed at the Cluster 1, Cluster 3, FAST, and
DMSP F13 spacecraft during overflights of the auroral oval
are presented in Figs. 5a and b, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7, respec-
tively. In each pair of panels, electron and ion spectrograms
are presented with common time scales which also indicate
the radial position of the spacecraft from the centre of the
Earth, the magnetic local time of the spacecraft and the mag-
netic latitude of the field line footprint traced using the T96
magnetic field model. In each case, field line traces have
been parameterised by appropriate solar wind and IMF ob-
servations from the ACE spacecraft, taking into account the
propagation delay discussed in Sect. 2.
Of these spacecraft, Cluster 1 was the first to cross the au-
roral zone, moving poleward on an outbound trajectory from
perigee through the 05:00–06:00 MLT sector during the in-
terval presented in Fig. 5a. As will be the case for all of
the spacecraft observations presented here, we will not at-
tempt to analyse the particle observations in detail. Instead,
we shall present a broad overview of the interval and note
the location at which energetic (>10 keV) particles cease
to be observed. At the beginning of the interval presented
in Fig. 5a, Cluster 1 was located in the dawn-sector radi-
ation belts, approximately 2.5RE above the GSM equato-
rial plane. In this region, the electron and ion sensors ob-
served high particle fluxes across the full energy range of
each instrument. Although the spectra presented here repre-
sent particles moving in the field parallel directions, inspec-
tion of all look directions for each instrument (not shown)
indicated that the plasma population observed at this loca-
tion and time was approximately isotropic. While these spec-
tra indicate a great deal of structure (such as bursts of pre-
cipitating electrons in the <1 keV range and possible multi-
ple approaches/encounters with the energetic particle bound-
ary after 15:00 UT), it is clear from both the electron and
ion fluxes presented in Fig. 5a that during this overflight of
the dawn sector auroral region, the Cluster 1 spacecraft was
measuring energetic particles typical of closed magnetic field
lines until 15:12 UT. We note that the high fluxes of electrons
with energies <60 eV observed after ∼14:50 UT are photo-
electrons that have been emitted from the spacecraft and ac-
celerated by the elevated spacecraft potential in regions of
low background plasma density. As such, these electrons
are ignored in the analysis presented here. At 15:12 UT, the
magnetic footprint of the spacecraft traced to 100 km altitude
above the surface of the Earth was located at 77.5◦ Mlat and
05:04 MLT.
While Cluster 1 was traversing the dawn sector radia-
tion belts and auroral oval, the FAST spacecraft was mov-
ing equatorward and dawnward over the nightside auroral
oval. Figure 6 presents electron and ion spectrograms dur-
ing a 20-min interval that includes the spacecraft’s first en-
counter with particles of energies characteristic of closed
magnetic field lines. (It should be noted that the interval
Fig. 6. Downward (field-parallel) moving electron and ion energy-
time spectrograms measured by the FAST spacecraft on 8 Decem-
ber 2001, presented exactly as in Fig. 6. The time at which the
spacecraft encountered the open-closed boundary (OCB), the pole-
ward boundary of auroral UV emission as observed by WIC and the
latitude of the spectral width boundary (SWB) observed by Super-
DARN are indicated by dash lines.
Fig. 7. Downward (field-parallel) moving electron energy-time
spectrogram measured by the DMSP F13 spacecraft on 8 Decem-
ber 2001, presented exactly as in Fig. 6. The time at which the
spacecraft encountered the open-closed boundary (OCB) and the
poleward boundary of auroral UV emission as observed by WIC is
indicated by a dashed line.
of FAST data is much shorter than the equivalent interval
of Cluster data presented in Fig. 5a, since the FAST satel-
lite orbits the Earth at an altitude of approximately 3800 km
compared to ∼25 000 km in the case of the Cluster space-
craft.) At 15:09 UT, when the footprint of the spacecraft
was located at 75.7◦ Mlat and 02:32 MLT, FAST observed
the first of several “inverted V” signatures characteristic of
large-scale acceleration of the auroral zone electron popula-
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tion (e.g. Frank and Ackerson, 1971; Burch, 1991; Newell,
2000). In addition, the first measurements of such electrons
corresponded exactly to the first observations of high energy
(∼10 keV) ions.
The Cluster 3 spacecraft passed through perigee some
45 min after Cluster 1 and FAST, following an almost iden-
tical outbound trajectory to its companion spacecraft. Fig-
ure 5b presents electron and ion energy-time spectrograms
during a 75-min period that approximately corresponds to
the orbital path of Cluster 1 presented in Fig. 5a (for exam-
ple, compare the magnetic local times and magnetic latitudes
of the Cluster 1 and 3 spacecraft during the intervals pre-
sented). As was the case for Cluster 1, the particle fluxes
observed at Cluster 3 were consistent with the motion of the
spacecraft from the radiation belts, through energetic parti-
cle populations at higher latitudes and then into a void, in
this case making the transition onto magnetic field lines that
were not populated by high-energy plasma by ∼16:04 UT.
Once again, there were indications of structure immediately
prior to crossing the boundary from populated to empty field
lines, and low-energy photoelectrons were observed strad-
dling the boundary. However, in contrast with the Cluster 1
measurements, the poleward boundary of the ion and elec-
tron populations observed at Cluster 3 were not co-located
(the electron population being observed for a minute or so
after the final high energy ions). Nevertheless, by 16:04 UT
Cluster 3 had moved into a region devoid of energetic parti-
cles, indicating that the boundary marking the transition from
closed to open magnetic field lines (when mapped into the
ionosphere) occurs at ∼79.3◦ Mlat and 04:36 MLT.
Figure 7 presents electron and ion observations made by
the DMSP F13 spacecraft during the final overflight to be
used in this study. During the 8-min intervals shown in the
figure, the spacecraft traversed the post-dawn sector auro-
ral oval in an equatorward direction at an altitude of around
800 km. The observations indicate that the spacecraft en-
countered the OCB (characterised here by the observation of
∼keV particles) a few seconds prior to 15:52 UT when the
field line footprint was located at 81◦ Mlat and 06:31 MLT.
Ion observations from the DMSP F13 spacecraft have been
omitted due to degradation of the low energy (<1 keV) ion
detectors on that satellite. Nevertheless, the onset of high-
energy (>1 keV) ion observations coincides almost exactly
with the observation of electrons of similar energies.
3.4 The location of the open/closed field line boundary
Figure 8 synthesizes SuperDARN radar observations and
measurements from the IMAGE FUV instrument between
15:00–16:00 UT in a magnetic local time-magnetic latitude
coordinate system between 00:00–12:00 MLT; the figure is
divided vertically into six triplets of panels, each separated
by∼10 min. Within each trio, the upper panels (a–f) presents
IMAGE WIC intensity measurements (it should be noted that
the WIC measurements shown here do not extend equator-
ward of 60◦ N Mlat), the middle row (g–l) presents corre-
sponding measurements from the SI-13 channel (that in this
case extend to 50◦ N Mlat), while the lower panel of each
column (m–r) shows near simultaneous (±30 s) observations
of Doppler spectral width of received ionospheric echoes, as
measured by the SuperDARN radars discussed above. In
all panels, the magnetic field line footprints of the various
spacecraft discussed above are indicated by filled white or
black dots. The radar-observed SWB, determined by a sim-
ple algorithm sensitive to the boundary between ionospheric
backscatter echoes with Doppler spectral widths of less than
and greater than 150 m s−1, is overlaid on each panel (where
such a boundary was found to exist). Although intermediate
IMAGE and SuperDARN observations are available between
each of the six instances presented in Fig. 8, it is not practical
to include all such measurements.
Figure 8a presents the first available FUV image dur-
ing this interval, recorded at 15:01:23 UT. At this time,
the brightest broad-band UV (WIC) emission occurs in the
midnight-dawn sector. In the midnight sector, the rem-
nants of the substorm auroral bulge extend to approximately
75◦ Mlat and exhibit considerable intensity variations in the
meridional direction, with peak intensity in excess of 1500 R.
At increasing magnetic local times (∼03:00 MLT), auroral
emission is observed extending to similar latitudes, albeit
at considerably reduced intensity. The “main” auroral oval
spans∼6◦ Mlat almost continuously over all local times pre-
sented in this figure, although intensity is diminished at in-
creasing displacements from magnetic midnight. Contami-
nation of the auroral signature is also apparent in the sun-
lit portion of the ionosphere. The simultaneous observa-
tions in the 130–140 nm wavelength band (SI-13) presented
in Fig. 8g indicate a qualitatively similar distribution of auro-
ral emission, however, the luminous region generally spans a
much larger range of magnetic latitude (∼15◦) and extends
to ∼80◦ Mlat with further, patchy emission at extreme high
latitudes.
In order to further demonstrate the location of the Cluster 1
and 3 footprints with respect to the auroral emissions, Fig. 9
presents keograms of IMAGE WIC and SI-13 measurements
along the 05:00 MLT meridian. Overlaid as functions of uni-
versal time are the magnetic latitudes of the Cluster 1 and
3 footpoints. By the time of the first image (15:02:23 UT,
Fig. 8a), the footprint of the Cluster 1 spacecraft was already
several degrees of magnetic latitude north of the poleward
boundary of the dusk sector auroral oval observed by WIC,
although still within the SI-13 emission (we recall that at this
time the Cluster footpoints were moving poleward along an
approximately meridional track at ∼05:30 MLT). However,
at this time the footprint of Cluster 3 maps into the dawn sec-
tor auroral oval (according to both WIC and SI-13 images).
Nevertheless, the Cluster observations of precipitating parti-
cles presented in Fig. 5 indicate that at the time of this auroral
image, Cluster 1 and 3 were both engulfed in a particle pop-
ulation indicative of closed magnetic field lines. Although
Cluster 1 was significantly (∼10◦ Mlat) poleward of Clus-
ter 3, it continued to observe energetic particles until around
15:12 UT. This time is indicated in Fig. 9 by a cross (labelled
“OCB”) and falls somewhere between Figs. 8b and c.
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Fig. 9. Keograms of IMAGE FUC WIC (upper panel) and SI-
13 (lower panel) observations along the 05 MLT meridian during
the interval 14:15–16:15 UT. Auroral intensity is colour-coded as a
function magnetic latitude and universal time. Overlaid are the lat-
itudinal position of the Cluster 1 and 3 magnetic footprints (dashed
lines) and the times at which these satellites traversed the OCB as
described in the text.
We note that as it passed through the energetic parti-
cle boundary at 15:12 UT, Cluster 1’s magnetic footprint
mapped to within ∼2◦ Mlat of the poleward limit of 130–
140 nm (SI-13) emission.
In addition to spanning Cluster 1’s penetration of the
trapped particle boundary, Figs. 8b and c indicate the equa-
torward motion of the FAST spacecraft as it traversed the
auroral oval some 2 h of MLT westward of the Cluster space-
craft. FAST’s encounter with an auroral region associated
with closed magnetic field lines was accompanied by the si-
multaneous onset of the inverted V signatures in the electron
spectrogram from the FAST electron detector presented in
Fig. 6. The good agreement between these two data sets al-
lows us to confidently define the latitudinal location of the
OCB at a location some 3 h of MLT westward of the dawn
meridian to be approximately 76◦ Mlat, as well as confirm-
ing the validity of the field line mapping employed in this
case.
Examination of Fig. 9 indicates that Cluster 3 mapped into
the regions of brightest auroral emission until ∼15:24 UT
(i.e. between Figs. 8c and d), at which time the spacecraft
departed the region of broad-band UV (WIC) emission. Un-
til this time, pitch angle distributions (not shown) indicated
periods of electron anisotropy with net fluxes in either the up-
ward or downward direction, consistent with the motion of
the spacecraft through the spatially and temporally varying
particle precipitation region above the auroral zone. Once
Cluster 3 had traversed the broad-band UV (WIC) auroral
oval, its footpoint remained within the region of 130–140 nm
(SI-13) emission, where electron energies in excess of 1 keV
continued to be observed until the sharp cutoff at 16:04 UT.
As indicated in Fig. 9, the cutoff roughly corresponded with
Cluster 3’s departure from the region of 130–140 nm (SI-13)
emission. At this time, the footprint of Cluster 3 was dis-
placed ∼7◦ Mlat poleward of the high-latitude boundary of
the auroral oval observed by WIC.
Considering now the SuperDARN spectral width observa-
tions presented in Fig. 8, at 15:01:23 (Fig. 8m), the spec-
tral width boundary discussed in Sect. 3.2 was co-located
with the poleward boundary of the brightest broad-band UV
(WIC) emission in the 00:00–06:00 MLT sector with the nar-
row (high) spectral echoes corresponding to high (low) in-
tensity auroral emissions. As has already been discussed,
the auroral luminosity generally declined throughout the in-
terval presented, as did the amount of radar echoes. How-
ever, the narrow-width/high-luminosity correspondence was
observed, albeit to a lessening degree, throughout the inter-
val. We also note that the gradual reduction of the spectral
width of the echoes in the high spectral width region resulted
in the SWB becoming less clear during the interval presented
in Fig. 8. However, low spectral width echoes were usually
observed at, or equatorward of, the brightest emissions ob-
served by WIC and SI-13, with higher spectral width echoes
extending poleward of this emission. Most importantly, the
SWB was generally located at considerably lower latitude
than the estimated position of the OCB, based on spacecraft
particle observations.
4 Discussion
In the previous sections we have presented space- and
ground-based observations of the ionosphere and near-Earth
geospace environment during an interval in which the cou-
pling of the terrestrial magnetosphere to the solar wind and
interplanetary magnetic field varied considerably.
The first auroral observations available during this interval
confirm that, in the midnight sector at least, recent substorm
activity had closed a substantial quantity of magnetic flux.
The remnants of the substorm auroral bulge (which we would
expect to be comprised of closed flux tubes) extended to al-
most 80◦ Mlat (Fig. 8a/g) and grew fainter over the following
∼60 min. By ∼15:50 UT (Fig. 8f/l) the bulge had generally
faded, although an azimuthally extended “arc”, poleward of
the main auroral oval, remained at ∼74◦ Mlat for around an-
other 10 min.
Figure 10 presents a schematic comparison of the loca-
tion of the dawn-sector OCB inferred from in-situ spacecraft
observations of trapped energetic particles, broad-band UV
(WIC) emissions, and 130–140 nm UV (SI-13) emissions. In
the cases of FAST and DSMP, the OCB (defined by energetic
particle observations), and the poleward boundaries of the
UV emission observed by the WIC and SI-13 sensors were
collocated. As indicated by the Cluster observations, the
poleward boundary of UV emissions observed by the WIC
detector lay at much lower latitudes. Particle measurements
from all 4 spacecraft indicate that the OCB is located near
78◦/79◦ Mlat, across the entire MLT coverage. The discrep-
ancy between the location of the wideband UV emission and
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Fig. 10. A schematic summary of the location of auroral emissions and the dawn-sector OCB (inferred spacecraft observations of trapped
energetic particles) on 8 December 2001. The auroral overflights of the FAST, DMSP F13, and Cluster 1 and 3 spacecraft are presented in a
Mlat-MLT coordinate system with each overflight indicated by a numbered heavy black line, arrowed to indicate the direction of motion of
the spacecraft. The transition from dashed to solid line indicates the transition from open to closed magnetic field lines (i.e. the OCB). The
universal time and magnetic latitude at which this took place for each spacecraft is indicated in the appropriate numbered box to the right
of the figure. However, the regions in which auroral emissions were observed at 15:19:49 UT (corresponding to Fig. 8c/i) are indicated in
Fig. 10 by the grey silhouettes.
the OCB in the dawn sector is due to a “hole” in the UV
aurora observed by WIC.
As noted above, the Cluster spacecraft crossed the auro-
ral oval at much greater altitudes than either FAST or DMSP
(∼25 000 km compared to ∼1000 km). As a first approxima-
tion, we may consider the FAST and DMSP observations as
in-situ measurements of those particles that resulted in sig-
nificant auroral emission. In contrast, the incongruity be-
tween the Cluster observations of the location of the OCB
(at ∼25 000 km altitude) and the poleward edge of the dawn-
sector auroral oval inevitably implies that the particles ob-
served at Cluster were not able to deliver a sufficient energy
flux to auroral altitudes, either because most of the particles
mirrored prior to reaching auroral altitude or because the pre-
cipitating particles were insufficiently energetic to stimulate
UV emission (or, more likely, a combination of these fac-
tors). As an aside, we note that the magnetic field predicted
by the T96 model at the location of the Cluster satellites was
in excellent agreement with the magnetic field observed at
Cluster 1 and 3 (not shown) during the intervals presented in
this paper: we are therefore confident in the T96 magnetic
field line mapping employed throughout in order to estimate
the ionospheric footprint of the Cluster spacecraft orbiting at
∼25 000 km altitude.
In order to further investigate the precipitation of particles
in the region poleward of the auroral oval observed by the
IMAGE FUV WIC sensor but equatorward of (a) the OCB
observed by Cluster 1 and 3 and (b) the poleward bound-
ary of 130–140 nm (SI-13) UV emission, we shall compare
the intensity of the emissions measured by WIC with the
equivalent images recorded by the SI-13 channel of the IM-
AGE FUV instrument. Since the atmospheric O2 absorption
varies in the wavelength intervals over which the WIC and
SI-13 detectors operate, the ratio of the WIC and SI-13 mea-
surements is sensitive to the depth at which the precipitating
particles cause some excitation. Consequently, the ratio of
the WIC and SI-13 measurements is sensitive to the average
energy of the precipitating particles; for instance, large SI-
13 to WIC intensity ratios signify soft electron precipitation
(Hubert et al., 2002). Clearly, the ratio of SI-13 to WIC in-
tensity was highest outside of the main auroral oval where
the WIC intensities fall to zero. As has been noted above,
the “dark” polar cap was significant smaller in area when
viewed in the SI-13 channel than with WIC. For example, at
15:50:31 UT (Figs. 8f, l and r), the Cluster 3 spacecraft was
∼6◦ poleward of the auroral oval observed by WIC, but still
mapped into auroral emission measured by the SI-13 detec-
tor, suggesting that the particles responsible for this auroral
excitation (i.e. the subset of particles presented in Fig. 5b
that lay within the loss cone) were of relatively low ener-
gies. This interpretation is confirmed by a comparison of the
electron energy flux in the downward-going look direction
observed at Cluster 3 and the auroral intensity at the space-
craft’s magnetic footprint. Such a comparison is presented
in Fig. 11. This figure clearly illustrates the relationship
between the energy flux associated with precipitating hard
electrons (in this case >5 keV) and the wideband UV emis-
sion observed by WIC during the first 30 min of the interval
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Fig. 11. A comparison between the energy flux associated with
downward precipitating electrons observed at Cluster 3 (upper
panel) and the simultaneous auroral intensity at the field line foot-
print of the spacecraft, as observed by IMAGE (lower panel). The
estimated energy flux at Cluster 3 is divided into the contributions
from electrons with energy less than, and greater than 5 keV, repre-
sented by the green and yellow lines, respectively. The auroral in-
tensity at the magnetic footprint of Cluster 3 measured by the WIC
and SI-13 FUV sensors are indicated by the red and indigo lines,
respectively.
presented. By ∼15:24 UT Cluster 3 had traversed the main
auroral oval observed by WIC, however, significant auroral
emission was observed at the footprint of Cluster 3 by the SI-
13 detector for over 40 min after this time. The implication
that this excitation was a consequence of “soft” electron pre-
cipitation is supported by the relative energy fluxes of elec-
trons above and below 5 keV. Following the departure from
the oval observed by WIC, the energy fluxes of electrons with
energies <5 keV, although small, exceeded the energy fluxes
of higher energy electrons until the spacecraft crossed the
OCB at ∼16:04 UT (some auroral luminosity is evident af-
ter this time, most likely a consequence of the significantly
lower temporal resolution of the IMAGE FUV sensors when
compared to the Cluster PEACE instrument). Consequently,
we suggest that the poleward boundary of wideband UV au-
roral emission (to which the WIC instrument is sensitive)
is, in this case, an unreliable indicator of the OCB location.
However, the efficacy of this proxy appears to be highly vari-
able over relatively small regions. For instance, we note that
the boundaries of auroral luminosity observed by the WIC
and SI-13 sensors were approximately co-located (at least to
within 1–2◦ of latitude) in the MLT sectors traversed by the
FAST and DMSP spacecraft during this case study, as indi-
cated in Fig. 10. Therefore, in order to confidently estimate
the location of the OCB, it seems that it is necessary to con-
sider the location of the poleward boundary of the auroral
oval when viewed in more than a single wavelength pass-
band.
As discussed in Sect. 1, the demarcation between regions
corresponding to high and low Doppler spectral width echoes
observed by HF radars has previously been employed as a
proxy for the OCB. During the interval presented above,
a spectral width boundary was clearly apparent for several
hours and, where overlapping auroral images were avail-
able, this boundary appeared to coincide with the region of
brightest auroral luminosity. The FAST passage over the pre-
dawn sector auroral oval crossed this spectral width bound-
ary at ∼15:14 UT, some 5 min after crossing the co-located
OCB/auroral oval boundary. Therefore, the HF radar spec-
tral width boundary does not in this case correspond to the
OCB. During this example, there were indications of intense
and structured electron precipitation as the spacecraft passed
over the spectral width boundary (Fig. 7), suggesting that this
boundary may be related to variations in the electric field im-
posed upon the ionosphere in that region or localised gradi-
ents in the ionospheric conductivity. Unfortunately, reliable
measurements of the electric field at the FAST spacecraft,
which may have yielded further insight into this effect, were
not available during this interval. Nevertheless, through-
out the interval presented a significant and persistent latitu-
dinal separation was observed between the coherent scatter
radar spectral width boundary and the inferred location of
the open-closed magnetic field lines boundary.
5 Summary
By employing space- and ground-based observations of the
dawn-sector auroral zone on 8 December 2001, we have
compared the locations of the open/closed field line bound-
ary, the poleward boundary of the auroral oval when viewed
over two UV wavelength bands, and a Doppler spectral width
boundary apparent in HF coherent scatter radar echoes.
Images of the ultraviolet aurora from the IMAGE FUV in-
strument were available at 2-min intervals from 15:00 UT
on this day. During the interval 15:00–16:00 UT, the night-
side UV aurora observed by the IMAGE FUV WIC sensor
was dominated by the fading remnants of a pre-existing sub-
storm auroral bulge which extended to ∼75◦ Mlat and ap-
proximately spanned 00:00–03:00 MLT, while in the 04:00–
06:00 MLT sector, the aurora was generally not observed
poleward of ∼71◦ Mlat. This is in contrast to the IMAGE
FUV SI-13 observations, which reveal a significantly broader
auroral oval at all magnetic local times, generally extending
to ∼80◦ Mlat. Where good quality simultaneous measure-
ments were available, the SuperDARN spectral width bound-
ary generally coincided with the poleward limit of the most
intense ultraviolet auroral emission (although this was signif-
icantly equatorward of the higher latitude auroral luminos-
ity). Spacecraft observations of trapped, energetic (∼keV)
particles from 4 overflights of the auroral oval imaged by
the IMAGE FUV instrument during this interval have been
employed to deduce the latitudinal location of the OCB be-
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tween 02:00–07:00 MLT. Where the wideband (WIC) aurora
extended to high (>75◦ Mlat) latitudes (i.e. at local times
earlier than ∼04:00 MLT and later than 06:00 MLT), an
excellent correspondence between the location of the OCB
(inferred from FAST and DMSP F13 observations) and the
poleward boundary of the wideband UV auroral oval was
observed. No such correspondence was observed between
04:00–06:00 MLT. In this sector, the Cluster spacecraft were
situated on closed magnetic field lines long after crossing the
poleward boundary of the wideband UV auroral oval (as in-
dicated in Fig. 10). However, examination of simultaneous
images recorded by the IMAGE FUV SI-13 sensor (which
is sensitive to a greatly reduced wavelength interval) indi-
cates that auroral emissions extend to latitudes significantly
poleward of the main oval observed by WIC and that these
emissions were most likely a consequence of relatively soft
electron precipitation (∼few keV). This interpretation is sup-
ported by estimates of the energy flux of downward-moving
electrons observed at higher altitudes above the emission re-
gion by the Cluster 3 spacecraft.
The degree of correspondence between the location of the
OCB and the poleward edge of the wideband UV auroral oval
in the dawn sector therefore appears to be highly variable
over a limited range (∼few hours) of magnetic local times.
Although the reason for this variability is not wholly clear
from the data presented, the sensitivity of the WIC detector
is almost certainly a contributing factor. Our findings sug-
gest that in this case at least, the poleward boundary of the
wideband UV auroral oval observed by WIC was an inferior
proxy for the OCB compared to the 130–140 nm emission
observed by the SI-13 instrument. We therefore suggest that
future studies should exercise caution when employing wide-
band global auroral images, in order to determine the size of
the polar cap bounded by the OCB. Furthermore, we confirm
that HF radar spectral width boundaries in the dawn sector
do not necessarily correspond to the OCB, as they appear to
do so on the dayside and closer to midnight (Chisham and
Freeman, 2004a, 2004b). Care should be taken in the inter-
pretation of their physical significance. As yet, it is unclear
precisely what geophysical structure these boundaries repre-
sent and this is likely to be the focus of future research.
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